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Fiber Lined Front Loading
Medium Duty Kiln

The original GEIL Downdraft Design was created in 1971 by owner, Paul H. Geil, and has since been refined and
improved upon without alteration to the basic design.
The basic design features:
Elimination of all deflection devices characteristic of other kiln designs
Multi-directional downdraft circulation
High velocity, natural draft, Venturi burners
Precise atmosphere control
Even temperature distribution throughout the kiln chamber

GEIL offers the ceramicist a front loading Medium Duty Kiln capable of cone 10 oxidation/reduction firing. This model
incorporates the same original Downdraft Design with fiber lining. The primary difference between the Medium Duty
Kilns and our professional kilns is a lighter-duty form of construction. This model is equipped with steel casters for
complete portability.

The GEIL Downdraft Patented Design differentiates itself from other kiln designs with its unique placement of the
burners in relation to the draft.
Standard Downdraft Kilns
The standard relation of the burners to a downdrafttype system utilizes a horizontal placement of the
burners, thereby necessitating the use of deflection
devices, such as bagwalls, to deflect the heat flow
upward. This deflection drastically reduces the velocity
at which the heat enters the chamber, therefore a high
flue is necessary in order to pull the atmosphere
through the kiln. (figure 1)

Standard Updraft Kilns
The vertical placement of the burners commonly found
in updraft design requires the deflection of heat
energy outward and upward through the use of hearth
slabs.
The updraft kiln has the flue opening at the top of the
kiln and does not pull the atmosphere down through
the center. The heat travels in only one direction-up
and out the flue. This produces very little circulation
and wastes valuable heat energy. (figure 2)

Standard Downdraft Kilns

Standard Updraft Kilns

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Electronic flame safety, 100% Shut Off.
Push button automatic spark ignition.
Manual control valve.
0-15" water column pressure gauge.
DD-1 digital, solid state, electronic controller which
functions as a high-limit, on/off soaking controller.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Medium Duty Kiln Model 802

Microprocessor Based Programmable temperature
Controller.

Specifications - Medium Duty Kiln

Figure 1
Front view cutaway

Figure 2
Front view cutaway

The Geil Downdraft design

The GEIL Downdraft System utilizes heat energy to its fullest potential through recirculation. This, of course, means
energy savings and consistently superior results in firing. In contrast to other kiln designs the GEIL Design ingeniously
allows for the elimination of all such deflection devices through the vertical positioning of the burners within the
framework of a downdraft design. (figure 3)
Deflection devices simply absorb valuable heat energy and obstruct the direct transfer of heat to the setting. The
elimination of deflection devices produces an unobstructed, multi-directional heat flow or circulation within the kiln
chamber which conserves fuel, produces excellent firing results and offers more available combustion area.
Combustion areas running the entire length of the side walls insure a proper oxygen to gas ratio, necessary for
complete combustion to occur. The occurrence of combustion heats the kiln's atmosphere. The kiln's heated
atmosphere rises and is drawn downward by the action of the flue. The flue opening is centered in the rear wall
directly over the kiln floor and serves to create the necessary vacuum to pull the atmosphere downward through the
setting. Precise atmosphere distributions are easily achieved through the adjustment of the damper and the main gas
valve controlling the burners.

The Geil Downdraft design

Figure 3
Front view cutaway

Model Number

802

Inside Volume -Cu.Ft.

11

Setting Space-Cu.Ft.

8

Inside Dimension-Inches

WDH
25x22x35

Outside Dimension-Inches

35x40x59

Instrumentation - (Microprocessor Controller Optional Equipment)

DD1
Controller

Stacking Height-Inches

35

Temperature Range

0-2400°
F.

Shelf Size-Inches Per Level

2-10x20
or 120x20

Maximum BTU/HR. Input

130,000

Maximum Gas Consumption CFH

118

Minimum Gas Pressure

4 Inches
Water
Column
Pressure

Gas Line Inlet Inches

1/2

Average Firing Time-Cone 06

2 Hours

Average Firing Time-Cone 10

4 Hours

Approximate Shipping Weight

633 lbs.
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802 Fiber Frontload Downdraft
Pristine Geil Kiln 802 Fiber Frontloading downdraft w upgraded
DD1-RP controller and full vent package including 10’ stainless steel
exhaust tube. I bought this kiln in 2015 and have only fired it about
5 times and this beautiful kiln deserves an owner who will use it
more. It is absolutely pristine and works perfectly. Set up for
propane, but conversion kit is $150. Can go to cone 10 in 4 hours,
but I prefer to do it in 8-10 depending on reduction. You can use the
controller to go to bisque or body reduction, then switch to manual
mode to control reduction with damper. I love the size as I can easily
fill the 11 CF kiln, test my glazes, take good notes and replicate
results. Location: Port Townsend, WA List price at Geil now
$15,000… my price $8,000
Full technical info here:
http://www.kilns.com/frontloading_gas_medduty.htm

Key to Pics:
1.

Kiln closed with view of vent hood.

2.

Kiln open- Very Clean! Fiber unmarred!

3.

Close up of inside door- Very Clean!

4.

DD-1RP controller on

5.

DD-1RP controller off

6.

Water pressure gauge

7.

Serial number and some stats

Technical Specs

http://www.kilns.com/frontloading_gas_medduty.htm
What’s Downdraft?
http://www.kilns.com/ddfiringsystem.htm

Vent Package? This is describes standard package from Geil, but price includes 10’ stainless Steel
exhaust tube!
http://www.kilns.com/venting.htm
What’s standard in a Geil Frontloading Fiber kiln?
http://www.kilns.com/frontloading_gas_fiber.htm

